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INTRODUCTION

While the consumer games industry has long recognised games as “fundamentally comprised [...] of a series of interesting decisions” (Meier and Noonan 2020, ii), industry and academia share a poor understanding of how those decisions are made. Research into strategy selection and decision-making has traditionally been approached from the economic discipline of Game Theory, which describes a convergent but discrete field (Roungas et al. 2019). Where Game Theory treats players as rational actors, and their interactions as conflicts between mathematical models seeking to “maximise their utility” (Rasmusen 2001), game players tend to pursue subjective (irrational) goals driven by emotional motivations (Yee 2020). Even beyond the subjective experience of players, games are inherently dynamic (Hunicke et al. 2004; Schell 2008; Walk et al. 2017) and result not from the application of repeatable mathematical models, but from the technologies, narrative context, and personal emotional experience that players interpret in a linear (Hunicke et al. 2004), reticular (Schell 2008, 41-43), or parallel (Walk et al. 2017) flow. So, in considering players not as rational actors, but as subjective individuals, we come upon the unanswered question of strategy selection: How do real players decide between strategies when playing games? This is a significant knowledge gap, which highlights the distance between established academic research into player decision-making and the contemporary industry approaches for cultivating a player’s decision-making experience. This paper describes an observational ethnographic exploration into how players select strategies and details a resulting typology of that decision-making process. This typology, called Action Paths, offers a shared lexical tool for academia and industry to discuss design and its potential effects on strategy selection.

To classify how players make decisions in play, I considered the historical approach of games designed to support and validate decision-making: Military wargames. Wargames use mixed-fidelity simulations of historical or realistic-future scenarios which “create a virtual world players can experience, learn from, and integrate into their tactical and strategic decision making” (Herman, et al. 2009. 261). The kinds of decision-making that take place within any specific wargame are traditionally measured over two axes: Whether the game is educational or analytical (McHugh 1966, 1.11-1.18), and whether the game utilises a free or strict resolution system (Perla 1990, 42-45). I resolved these into a biaxial typology that classifies a game by the following two assessments:
1. Whether a player is well- or poorly informed about the game state — a mix of McHugh’s (1966, 1.17 & 2.8) approach to “realistically limited intelligence” and his educational vs analytical purpose binary, and

2. Whether the player’s ability to interact with that game state is made up of a relatively large, or relatively small volume of options — an application of Perla’s (1990, 44) distinction between “false realism” of free resolution and “false playability” of strict resolution.

As players will be more- or less oriented to the game state at any one time, and as a player’s available strategy set can grow or shrink as they play, this classification refers to a moment of play surrounding a player’s decision. For this typology, games were classified by their most consistent gameplay experience or loop.

With two axes creating four quadrants for classifying games, I selected 6 video games, 2 casino games, and 4 analogue games, ensuring an even distribution of these 12 games across the four quadrants of the biaxial typology. I observed YouTube recordings of play by searching for “Let’s Play” or “Actual Play” and the title of the game, then selecting videos in which the player spoke through their decision-making processes while selecting a strategy to act within the game. In each case, I was able to observe similar words and similar play processes in this diverse set of players (which indicated a similar decision-making flow). This paper details the four decision-making processes that players were observed to follow and discusses them in the context of the quadrant in which the game was classified. These decision-making processes are defined as the players’ Action Paths.

This paper recognises the limitations of game and data collection, including the retrospective selection of scattered play samples, but presents an invitation for further research. This paper presents this Action Path typology not as a prescriptive definition, but as a support structure for iterative design decisions and a lexical tool for further discussion and research of player decision-making.
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